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an experiment made themselves responsible for treason
against the country's interests3 ; and reserved for themselves
' the right to take action accordingly 5. In other words,
they threatened to extend their hostilities to any parties
that accepted socialist collaboration, which nearly everyone
had sought in 1919-20, and which had been solicited by
Mussolini himself a year earlier.
Other parties and groups besides Mussolini began to
show a lack of enthusiasm for socialist collaboration, which
in view of the general situation seemed more and more
doubtful. The Popolari, whose secretary, Don Sturzo, had
always been fundamentally opposed to an agreement with
the socialists, had extracted a promise from Signor Facta
that the three bills in which they were particularly interested,
concerning the state examination, the agricultural contracts
(Bertini's bill), and the latifundia should be considered by the
Chamber before the recess, and they were anxious to avoid
any ministerial crisis. The democratic parliamentary group,
which was formed in the autumn of 1921, caused the fall of
the Bonomi ministry, and should have been one of the main-
stays of a left coalition, was broken up again in May. The
implacable rivalry between Nitti and Giolitti, and the
fascist sympathies of various followers of this group acted
as a disruptive force. The two resumed their freedom of
manoeuvre, each one hoping to bring about, to the exclusion
of the other, a great national coalition, in which the fascists
would take part, just as earlier each had hoped to gain the
upper hand by bringing the socialists into the government.
Giolitti now felt that he could no longer rely on the socialists.
In a conversation with them he made it clear that he would
not be content with a sleeping partner, but would insist
on their sharing all the responsibilities of government.
Considering the internal state of their party, the socialists
were less than ever capable of making any such agreement.
Thus the possibility of collaboration seemed very far
removed. But the events of the middle of July 1922 brought
it again to the fore.
The fascists of the Po valley had undertaken the con-
quest of the towns and districts which still resisted
them.

